DESTRUCTIVE CHEWING
Puppies are especially destructive because they explore the world by putting things in their mouths and chewing on them, because they use their mouths to play with dogs, people and objects. Because when they are teething, they may chew things to relieve discomfort. Older Dogs may chew due to boredom, increase your dogs exercise, a long 30 minute walk will decrease destructive behavior drastically. "A bored dog is a destructive - bad dog". Dogs may also chew while left alone and suffering from separation anxiety. If your dog suffers from separation anxiety, refer to separation axiety and prevention information.
The goal to ending destructive chewing is to find ways to get your dog to do the right behaviors and then reward them.
Teaching acceptable behavior. For dogs that are teething or chewing during play, or dogs just chewing out of boredom, trade an acceptable chew object for the inappropriate object, such as your shoe. Hard rubber toys stuffed with tasty food treats (KONGS ARE GREAT), rawhide or other edible chew toys may be especially good. Sample a few and keep the ones your dog really loves aside in a basket for your dog to choose from. Don't keep them scattered about all at one time, your dog will feel overwhelmed. Don't give your dog old shoes, socks, clothing or children's toys, he won't be able to make the connection of being permitted to chew one time, but not the next. Also choose toys which do not look or have the same texture as ordinary household items, once again your dog will not be able to differentiate between the two. Anytime your dog picks up an appropriate toy on his own, be sure to praise and reward him. Remember when he does pick up something he shouldn't have, redirect him to any appropriate Toy, PRAISE & REWARD!
Minimizing inappropriate behavior. Make it difficult for your dog to get to inappropriate objects. DOG PROOF areas where your dog is kept or spends a lot of time. Get down on his level, or the level he may be able to jump up to, and take away what he shouldn't be getting into. This means putting away food, trash, clothes, shoes and other things your dog finds attractive. Close doors and use baby gates to keep dogs under supervision and away from inappropriate things. Some dogs may never be trusted around tempting Chew Objects! And some will always feel the need to chew on something inappropriate when you're not around.
Use Corrections and Negative Markers Correctly. Never hit, slap, kick or shake your dog for destroying things. This may create fear, aggression or make the problem worse. You cannot punish your dog after the fact for misbehavior, even if you show him what he's chewed. He will not understand this and will only come to fear and distrust you. If you don't catch him in the act, simply clean up the mess and try to avoid the problem next time. If you do catch him in the act, get his attention with your Negative Marker or make a loud noise to distract him. Then you proceed to replace the object with one of his toys. Reward generously for chewing on an appropriate item.
Deterrents: Deterrents such as "bitter apple" (sold in pet stores) can work wonderfully to teach your dog a bad association with a certain object such as furniture, shoes, legs, leash etc. You can also use deodorant - in small quantities (dab a little here and there). A loud noise deterrent can also be used, such as a horn or shake can. With a noise deterrent - you must be out of sight and your dog must associate the bad, loud noise with the chew object. Timing is essential - loud noise AS your dog is chewing. Your dog will make a bad connection with such items, and therefore avoid them.

